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Abstract

There is growing interest in developing X-ray computed tomography (CT) imaging systems with

improved ability to discriminate material types, going beyond the attenuation imaging provided by most

current systems. Dual-energy CT (DECT) systems can partially address this problem by estimating

Compton and photoelectric (PE) coefficients of the materials being imaged, but DECT is greatly de-

graded by the presence of metal or other materials with high attenuation. Here we explore the advantages

of multi-energy CT (MECT) systems based on photon-counting detectors. The utility of MECT has been

demonstrated in medical applications where photon-counting detectors allow for the resolution of absorp-

tion K-edges. Our primary concern is aviation security applications where K-edges are rare. We simulate

phantoms with differing amounts of metal (high, medium and low attenuation), both for switched-source

DECT and for MECT systems, and include a realistic model of detector energy resolution. We extend the

DECT sinogram decomposition method of Ying et al. to MECT, allowing estimation of separate Compton

and photoelectric sinograms. We furthermore introduce a weighting based on a quadratic approximation

to the Poisson likelihood function that deemphasizes energy bins with low signal. Simulation results

show that the proposed approach succeeds in estimating material properties even in high-attenuation

scenarios where the DECT method fails, improving the signal to noise ratio of reconstructions by over

20 dB for the high-attenuation phantom. Our work demonstrates the potential of using photon counting

detectors for stably recovering material properties even when high attenuation is present, thus enabling

the development of improved scanning systems.

1 Simulation Description

(a) High attenuation phantom (b) Medium attenuation phantom

Figure 1: Phantom
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Table 1: Both low and high energy source spectra are used for the realistic dual-energy simulation. Only

a single high energy spectrum is used for other cases. Here we assume integrating detector is implemented

for realistic dual-energy CT and photon counting detector with a varying number of energy bins is used for

other simulations.

Case Detector type Spectra used # of bins

Switched dual-energy
integrating

low and high energy
N/A

(SwDE) spectra from Figure 3a

Ideal dual-energy photon counting high energy spectrum
2

(IdDE) (no overlap) from Figure 3a

Ideal 7 bin
photon counting

high energy spectrum 7
(no overlap)

Realistic 7 bin
photon counting

high energy spectrum 7
(realistic overlap)

1.1 Phantoms

In this work, three different types of phantoms were used for simulation to explore how the amount of

metal affects the accuracy of Compton and photoelectric (PE) reconstruction. First, we used a phantom

(Figure 1a, called ”high attenuation”), which includes aluminum, soap, ethanol, nylon, wax, rubber and

plexiglass. This simulates the situation where a large amount of metal is in the phantom. The second

phantom (”medium attenuation”) has the same geometry but the middle circle is replaced by cotton and

the small circle of ethanol is replaced by aluminum (Figure 1b), which represents the situation where a

small amount of metal is present. In the third phantom (”low attenuation”), the aluminum circle in the

first phantom is replaced by cotton to simulate the situation where there is no metal. The amount of metal

actually does influence the accuracy of result as shown later.

1.2 Sources

To recover the Comptom and PE image, we used the spectra from the paper of Oguz Semerci and Eric L

Miller [1]. The spectra consist of two individual spectra, a low-energy spectrum and a high-energy spectrum.

The low-energy spectrum spans from 8 keV to 80 keV and the high-energy spectrum is from 14 keV to 139

keV (Figure 3a).

Often, dual energy CT (DE) is implemented using switched sources, where high-energy then low-energy

source spectrum is switched electronically. The integrating detector will then measure the photons for each

of the spectra. The left column of Table 1 explains the source spectra utilized in dual energy CT. In this

paper, we call this approach ’Switched dual-energy’, abbreviated ’SwDE’.

For other simulations, we will use only a single scan, which is identical to the high-energy scan from

SwDE (the right column of Table 1). In these simulations, we assume the detector can discriminate photon

energy. For multi-energy (ME) simulations, we may divide the spectrum into multiple evenly-spaced bins

(7, 128, etc) to simulate photon-counting detectors. As a special case, we consider the case of 2 ideal bins,

and call this ’ideal dual-energy’, or ’IdDE’. The detailed description will be given in the next section.

Intuitively, it may be unclear how to compare SwDE and IdDE. However, the results show that IdDE

performance is better than SwDE, even though IdDE only uses one scan while the SwDE is able to use a

second scan, which provides more information about the phantom. This performance improvement shows

the promise of photon-counting detectors.
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1.3 Detectors

There are two different types of detectors used in the computed tomography (CT), namely integrating

detectors and photon counting detectors. An integrating detector converts the electrical charge into the

number of photons by amplification and digitalization. Integrating detectors do not give information on the

energy of the detected photons. A photon counting detector transfers the photon into electrical pulse. The

energy of the photon determines the amplitude of electrical pulse, by which the number of photons at specific

energy bin can be determined [1].

For the ideal situation, because we assume that the detector can accurately classify the photon energy

into its corresponding energy bin, the detector can perfectly divide the spectrum into several bins, meaning

that there is no overlap between two consecutive bins. For instance, for the ideal 7 bins simulation, which

was used in this paper, the spectrum will be evenly divided into 14 to 31 keV, 32 to 49 keV, . . . , 127 to 139

keV(Figure 2b). No overlap exists between the bins.

However, superposition appears in realistic multi-energy detectors. For the realistic multi-bins, the model

from E Roessl and C Herrmann [2] can nicely emulate the real situation using photon counting detector.

A sensitivity function is added to the model to produce the overlapped spectrum (Figure 3b). In Figure

4, sensitivity function as well as Gaussian response function are shown given that Fano factor is 0.089 for

sensor material CZT.

Different from the ideal model, this model takes a finite energy resolution into consideration. This can

be described as follows:

Ȳl =

∫ ∞
0

S(E)Ωl(E)exp(−fKN (E)Ac − fp(E)Ap)dE (1)

where Ȳl is the mean of Poisson random variable for the ith energy bin and Ωi(E) is the sensitivity function

for the ith energy bin. A photon with energy E can produce a signal with energy E
′
. This can occur,

for example, when two photons arrive nearly simultaneously, so the detector will detect the single photon

with higher energy. In addition, the detector electronics are not perfectly able to measure photon energy.

A Gaussian response function (Eq.2) is therefore introduced to obtain the sensitivity function. Namely, the

detected energy of a photon is a Gaussian distribution whose mean is the true energy of the photon.

R(E,E
′
) =

1√
2πσE

e
− (E

′
−E)2

2σ2
E (2)

where σE = k
√
E. Here k =

√
fano, where fano is the Fano factor of the sensor material. Therefore, in

order to simulate the spectrum for each energy bin, a Gaussian spectral response R(E,E
′
) corresponding to

each energy E should be integrated within the range of the energy bin. This integration is the sensitivity

function.

Ωl(E) =

∫ El+1

El

R(E,E
′
)dE

′
(3)

where Ωl(E) is the sensitivity function for lth bin.By multiplying the sensitivity function with the source

spectrum, the spectrum for each bin can be obtained. Eq.1 shows the modified model for the realistic

spectrum divided into multiple bins.

1.4 Simulated noise

For different detectors, different noise types were added in the simulation. Because photon counting

detector employs the channel, which contains a comparator circuit and a counter, each time the pulse

voltage exceeds the threshold of comparator, the counter is increased by one. Finally the number of photons

detected above the threshold can be acquired [3]. The readout noise can be eliminated because photon

counting detector does not transfer the accumulated voltage into photon number but utilizes the direct
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(a) Ideal spectrum for 2 bins (IdDE) (b) Ideal spectrum for 7 bins

Figure 2: The figure shows the ideal case where the detected spectra can be ideally split into multiple bins

for the ideal case. The left plot is the dual-energy spectrum and the right one is the multi-energy spectrum.

relation between photons and counter. Therefore, here we only used Poisson distribution for the multi-bins

simulation [4].

In integrating detectors, the total energy accumulated by the incoming photons is integrated, thus random

noise, such as thermal noise, will be produced by the electronic devices in the detector [5]. Gaussian noise

is normally added to the photon detected, which can be described as follows [4]:

YL = Poisson{ȲL}+Normal(0, σe,L) (4)

YH = Poisson{ȲH}+Normal(0, σe,H) (5)

where σe is the variance of electronic noise, ȲL and ȲH are the means of Poisson random variable for low

and high energy spectrum respectively, which are defined as:

ȲL =

∫
SL(E)exp(−fKN (E)Ac − fp(E)Ap)dE (6)

ȲH =

∫
SH(E)exp(−fKN (E)Ac − fp(E)Ap)dE (7)

where Ac and Ap are the Compton and photoelectric vectors composing the attenuation. SH(E) and SL(E)

are the high and the low energy spectra.

For the case of dual-bins, an integrating detector was simulated so both Poisson and Gaussian noise

(SNR=60 dB) were added to the number of photons detected. For the case of multi-bins, a photon counting

detector was assumed to be used, so only Poisson noise was added in the simulation.

1.5 Processing

1.5.1 Sinogram decomposition

There are two factors that contribute to the X-ray attenuation in the energy range of interest. One

is the Compton scattering, and another is the photoelectric effect [6]. The use of these two effects can

help distinguish different materials because of their specific scattering and photoelectric properties. The

attenuation coefficient µ(E) can then be represented by a linear combination of Compton ac and photoelectric
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(a) Realistic spectrum for 2 bins (SwDE) (b) Realistic spectrum for 7 bins

Figure 3: Realistic simulation cases. The left plot shows two independent source spectra for realistic dual-

energy case (SwDE). The right plot shows a realistic photon counting detector splits the high energy spectrum

(only high energy spectrum was used) into 7 bins imperfectly because of the finite energy resolution.

coefficient ap. The relationship between attenuation and Compton as well as photoelectric coefficient can be

defined as:

µ(x, y;E) = ac(x, y)fKN (E) + ap(x, y)fp(E) (8)

where (x,y) represents the coordinates and E stands for the incident energy. Function fp(E) and fKN (E)

are called basis functions, which is related to the energy. fp(E) approximates the energy dependence of the

photoelectric interaction, which is defined as:

fp(E) = E−3 (9)

fKN (E) is the Klein-Nishina function, meaning the energy dependence of total cross section for Compton

scattering. It can be described as follows [6]:

fKN (α) =
1 + α

α2

[
2(1 + α)

1 + 2α
− 1

α
ln(1 + 2α)

]
+

1

2α
ln(1 + 2α)− (1 + 3α)

(1 + 2α)2
. (10)

Then we can convert ac and ap to the projection form Ac and Ap. Ac and Ap are the line integrals of ac and

ap (Eq.11), so we can measure two independent projection values at each point. For the ith ray,

Aic =

∫
Si

ac(x, y)dl and Aip =

∫
Si

ap(x, y)dl (11)

where Si means the ith path. Therefore, the linear relationship between projection of attenuation and Ac
and Ap is: ∫

Si

µ(x, y)dl = AicfKN (E) +Aipfp(E) (12)

Because of the linear relation described above (Eq.12), we can recover Ac and Ap from the projection

of attenuation. Here we used Ying’s method [7] to decompose the dual energy as well as multiple energy

projections into Compton and photoelectric projections. The reconstruction of Ac and Ap can be transferred

to a constrained minimization problem, which finds the solution, Ac and Ap, to minimize the least square

error between the measured projections and modeled projections. Here we define θi =
[
Aic, A

i
p

]
. Thus for

dual energy decomposition problem, the minimization of least square error can be described as:

θi = arg min
θi

[KL(θi)−mi
L]2 + [KH(θi)−mi

H ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Qθi

(13)
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(a) sensitivity function (b) Gaussian response function

Figure 4: Sensitivity function determines the received spectrum for each bins and Gaussian response function

describes the probability of the detected photon energy, which also determines the sensitivity function.

with the constraints:

Aic ≥ 0 and Aip ≥ 0

where mi
L and mi

H represent the log-normalized measured projections along the ith path for low and high

energy spectra respectively. KL(θi) and KH(θi) mean the log-normalized modeled projection derived from

the linear relationship between µ and Ac, Ap (Eq.12), which are:

Kl(θ
i) = −ln

[ ∫
Sl(E)exp(−AicfKN (E)−Aipfp(E))dE] + ln

∫
Sl(E)dE (14)

where l represents lth energy bin. Therefore, the meaning of Eq.13 is finding Ac and Ap that minimizes this

cost function.

By using least square error, we can generalize Eq.13 to multiple energies situation. Different from the

dual energy, multi-energy has more than two items in the cost function that needs to be minimized because

the spectrum is separated into multiple bins and each bin corresponds to one projection. Thus for multiple

energies, the least squares minimization problem is:

θi = arg min
θi

M∑
l=1

[Kl(θ
i)−mi

l]
2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Qθi

(15)

where mi
l represents the log-normalized measured projection along ith ray for lth energy bin and Kl(θ

i) is

the log-normalized modeled projection for lth bin given θi. M means the number of energy bins.

To acquire θi that minimizes the cost function, multivariate Newton-Raphson theory can be used and

Jacobian matrix for Kl(θ
i) is used to approach the solution iteratively.

1.5.2 Weighted sinogram decomposition

Eq.15 shows that we can obtain Compton and potoelectric images by minimizing least square error.

However, for each bin, the noise increases with the decrease of number of photons measured, especially for

the low-energy bins, whose normalized spectrum is lower than other bins. Therefore, in order to get better

approximation for Ac and Ap, weighted least square error can be employed.
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Bouman and Sauer [8] give the quadratic approximation of the Poisson log-likelihood function, which can

be described as:

logP (M = mi|θi) ≈ −1

2
(K(θi)−mi)TΣ(K(θi)−mi) + c(θi) (16)

where Σ=diag{w} and w is the number of counts. Vector K(θi) is the M dimensional column vector of

log-normalized mean values determined by θi=
[
Aic, A

i
p

]
for different bins while mi is the M dimensional

column vector of log-normalized measured projections. Therefore, here we utilize the weighting given by

Bouman and Sauer to minimize the error term (Eq. 17).

(θi) = arg min
θi

(K(θi)−mi)TΣ(K(θi)−mi) (17)

In order to make it comparable to Eq.15, it can also be written as following expansion:

θi = arg min
θi

M∑
l=1

wil [Kl(θ
i)−mi

l]
2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Qθi

(18)

where wil is the number of photon counts detected at lth bin for the ith ray.

This weighting makes sense because the photon counts reduce the variance of measured transmission

projection and weighting matrix Σ gives more weight to the item whose measured photon count is larger,

namely, noise is less.

1.5.3 MSE and the number of bins

The relation between the number of bins and their corresponding mean square error (MSE) was also ex-

plored for the phantoms with medium and high attenuation to demonstrate how the number of bin influences

the reconstructed results and also how the amount of metal affects the image quality. In order to reduce

the variance of samples, for each bin number, 30 samples of sinogram decompositions corresponding to the

bin number were generated to reconstruct the Compton and PE images. In other word, each sample was

utilized to make one Compton image and one PE image. Totally, 30 Compton and 30 photoelectric images

were produced for each bin number. MSEs for both Compton and PE images derived from each sample were

then computed and the average MSE was calculated. In the simulation, the bin number starts from 2 to 50

to show the trends of MSE with the incremental number of bins.

Because the appearance of aluminum will affect not only the Compton and PE reconstruction of alu-

minum, but also the region that is outside the aluminum. Therefore, we separated the phantom into two

regions, called Al region and non-Al region. MSE of each region was measured respectively to show how

aluminum influences the objects that surround it.

1.5.4 Filtered backprojection (FBP) reconstruction

Because the traditional backprojection reconstructs the image by simply summing the backprojections,

the blurring will appear around the object. The region of object has the strongest amplitude because all the

backprojections overlap in that region. The region around the object is less bright due to less backprojections

covering there, which results in the blurring.

In order to improve the image quality, people usually employ the filtered backprojection (FBP) method [9].

Blurring can be considerably reduced by taking advantage of the relationship between 1D Fourier transform

of a projection and 2D Fourier transform of the original image, which is called Fourier-Slice Theorem and

shown below.
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Table 2: PSNR for different sceneries. Left column is PSNR for Compton reconstruction and right column

is for PE reconstruction. ’Mismatch’ means using ideally divided multi-bins spectrum to recover Compton

and PE and ’match’ means using realistic spectrum to recover.

SwDE ideal DE real 7 bin ideal 7 bin real 7 bin
(poi+gau) (poi+gau) (poi,match) (poi) (mismatch)

High, no weight 14.35 14.22 27.59 24.73 51.57 47.02 48.01 43.52 35.17 30.62

High, weighting 33.30 28.53 45.78 35.40 74.70 71.08 74.60 71.28 49.80 49.05

Medium, no weight 27.56 29.18 31.47 29.20 65.20 71.45 74.05 77.41 49.49 46.62

Medium, weighting 45.19 47.44 54.58 53.47 80.23 84.72 80.21 84.53 53.75 53.83

Low, no weight 46.50 50.86 55.12 55.67 64.42 71.42 78.66 85.21 59.06 60.13

Low, weighting 46.52 50.90 55.12 55.71 80.66 86.75 80.87 87.06 60.13 62.54

G(ω, θ) =

[ ∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

f(x, y)e−j2π(ux+vy)dxdy

]
u=ωcosθ;v=ωsinθ

= F [u, v]u=ωcosθ;v=ωsinθ

(19)

Eq.19 demostrates the Fourier transform (FT) of the projection integrated along the beam with angle θ and

position ω in the 1D FT coordinate for the projection is equal to the value of 2D FT of the image whose

location is (ωcosθ, ωsinθ). Then we can recover the original image by using the Fourier-Slice Theorem(Eq.19)

and inverse Fourier Transform, which is defined as:

f(x, y) =

∫ π

0

∫ ∞
−∞
|ω|G(ω, θ)ej2πω(xcosθ+ysinθ)dωdθ (20)

However, the appearance of ω makes Eq.20 not integrable and modification is needed. The common way

to deal with the infinite amplitude of the function is windowing the ramp filter |ω| in frequency domain.

Different windows can be implemented on the function, such as box window, Hamming window, etc.

Because windowing is not our focus, a simple box window is untilized for the function. Furthermore, we

used parallel beam projections spaced at 180 angles from 0◦ to 180◦ in our simulation. During the Compton

and PE reconstruction, FBP approach was applied to recover ac(x, y) and ap(x, y) from Ac(ω, θ) and Ap(ω, θ)

respectively. Here Ac(ω
i,θi) and Ap(ω

i,θi) corresponds to Aic and Aip and an (ωi, θi) pair maps to the ith

ray.

1.6 Metrics

To evaluate the accuracy of Compton and photoelectric images, PSNR was employed in the test. Different

from the PSNR used in image processing, no fixed maximum pixel value is defined for the Compton and

photoelectric images. Thus, the maximum pixel value should be replaced by the maximum value of the true

Compton or photoelectric image. Considering that the peak signal for these three phantom is generated by

aluminum, we selected the value of aluminum as the peak signal for all Compton and photoelectric images,

including phantoms with high, medium and low attenuation.

The minimum square error (MSE) was also selected as the metric evaluating the reconstruction results.

In section 2.2, we study the MSE of a specific region in the phantom, such as aluminum region, and its

influence on the PSNR of the whole phantom. Thus, this influence can be learned by using MSE.
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(a) PSNR of Compton reconstruction (b) PSNR of PE image reconstruction

Figure 5: The plots show the PSNR of non-weighting Compton and PE reconstruction with the change of

breaking point. Asterisks represent the breaking point of ideal DE spectrum. Dotted line means the PSNR

of ideal 7-bin.

2 Results and discussion

2.1 Comparison between SwDE and weighted MECT

From Table 2, it can be seen that generally Bouman’s weighting method works much better than non-

weighting, especially for the phantom with high attenuation. Moreover, if we observe the table horizontally,

ideal energy bin is better than the realistic one, which is modeled by E Roessl and C Herrmann [2]. In

particular, the ideal dual-energy bin works better than SwDE, which manifests the potential advantage

of using photon counting detector to reconstruct. Considering that there are different ways to divide the

dual-energy bin (DECT), here we plot the curve of PSNR with respect to breaking point of DECT (Figure

5), showing that the breaking point will not affect our result. It can also be observed that 7-energy bin

always gives rise to better results compared to DECT. Moreover, the increase of the amount of metal in the

phantom also considerably deteriorates the PSNR, especially when no weighting is applied.

In our results, the combination of weighting and multi-energy photon counting detector can prominently

ameliorate the reconstruction compared with the traditional SwDE. For instance, Figure 9 and 10, Figure

11 and 12, Figure 13 and 14 demonstrate the obvious advantage of multi-energy photon counting detector

for high, medium and low attenuation respectively. In particular, the artifacts in Figure 9 is largely reduced.

The sensitivity of multi-energy reconstruction to errors in modeling the detector sensitivity function (Eq.

3) was also studied, in the extreme case where energy overlap was included in simulation but ignored in

reconstruction. Two spectra were used to reconstruct the Compton and PE images for the simulation of

multi-energy bins, abbreviated as ”mismatch” and ”match”. Here ”mismatch” means using ideally divided

multi-bins spectrum (Figure 2b) to reconstruct Compton and PE image and ”match” means using realistic

multi-bins spectrum (Figure 3b) to reconstruct. In the comparison between ”mismatch” and ”match”, a

great improvement can be seen for ”match”, which reconstruct Compton and PE image using realistic multi-

bins spectrum. The result of ”match” method is very close to the result of ideal 7-energy bin, especially after

the Bouman’s weighting method. It makes sense because the sinograms of each bin are built by the same

realistic multi-bins spectrum. Therefore, it is better to use the exactly same spectrum to recover Compton

and PE image than using the ideally divided spectrum. However, we can do so only when given the condition

that we know what type of sensor material is utilized in the photon counting detector and the probabilistic

model of its spectrum is accurate for a specific device. Even with the ”mismatch” spectrum, the results are
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still much better than SwDE.

(a) MSE of the whole phantom of Compton image (b) MSE of the whole phantom of PE image

Figure 6: The plots show that for the whole phantom, MSE decreases with the increment of the number of

bins, showing the benefit of using multi-energy bin.

(a) MSE of Al region of Compton image (b) MSE of Al region of PE image

Figure 7: The plots show the decrease of MSE of Al region for both Compton and PE images. The rate of

the decrease of MSE also diminishes when the number of bins increases.

2.2 Multi-energy bin using photon counting detector

Compared to the SwDE, the results have shown the remarkable advantage of multi-energy bin using photon

counting detector. However, it worths studying how many bins are needed to obtain a good result because

the extra accuracy may entail a large amount of investment for the devices that can meet the requirement.

In this case, the expense on a device will increase with the incremental number of bins.

The results from section 1.5.3 show that the increase of the number of bins can reduce the MSE especially

when the bin number is less than 5 (Figure 6). However, the MSE curves finally converge to a certain value.

Because continuously increasing the number of bins cannot further improve the reconstructions, it is sensible
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(a) MSE of non-Al region of Compton image (b) MSE of non-Al region of PE image

Figure 8: The plots also show the decrease of MSE of non-Al region for both Compton and PE images. These

plots demonstrate that the multi-energy bin can also reduce the noise in the region where no aluminum

appears.

to pick an appropriate bin number to make a trade-off between the cost of using multi-energy bin and the

improvement it can bring to us.

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show that the metal has an influence on both metal region and non-metal region.

This is because the appearance of metal leads to a large number of streaks across the reconstructed images.

However, the MSE of Al region is much larger than the MSE of non-Al region. Therefore, the noise of the

whole reconstructed image is mainly contributed by the Al region. The MSE of non-Al region also decreases

when more energy bins are applied. This means that multi-energy bin method is effective to reduce the

noise not only in the Al region, but also the non-Al region which is influenced by the artifacts produced by

the aluminum. The advantage of using multi-energy bin has been shown, but it is uneconomical to utilize

the photon counting detector that can split the spectrum into too many bins in order to acquire a higher

accuracy. Furthermore, the amount of aluminum in the phantom makes a difference to the MSE. The MSE

of medium attenuation is much lower than the one of higher attenuation, which is the same as the conclusion

we made in the section 2.2.

2.3 Conclusion

In this paper, we discovered that the metal in the phantom can exert a considerably negative influence on

the Compton and PE reconstruction. But the use of Bouman’s weighting methods can largely improve the

results especially when a large amount of metal appears, which is potentially helpful for the application.

Our future work will focus on the X-ray physics and the further improvement of reconstruction.
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(a) Compton image (b) PE image

Figure 9: These two plots shows the reconstruction using SwDE approach for the high attenuation phantom.

(a) Compton image (b) PE image

Figure 10: The plots show the reconstruction using realistic 7-energy bins with weighting for high attenuation

phantom.

(a) Compton image (b) PE image

Figure 11: The plots shows the reconstruction using SwDE approach for the medium attenuation phantom.
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(a) Compton image (b) PE image

Figure 12: The plots shows the reconstruction using realistic 7-energy bins with weighting for high attenua-

tion phantom.

(a) Compton image (b) PE image

Figure 13: The plots shows the reconstruction using SwDE approach for the low attenuation phantom.

(a) Compton image (b) PE image

Figure 14: The plots shows the reconstruction using realistic 7-energy bins with weighting for low attenuation

phantom.
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